Protective door sill covers

57A 071 303A
ŠKODA KAROQ (NU)

Material: ABS plastic / ALU
Color: Black / silver

Attractiveness | Style | Protection | Quality
This set of protective door sill covers is designed to make your car even
more attractive while preventing car occupants from damaging the door
sill paint when climbing into the vehicle. Catching the eyes of anyone
climbing into the car, this interior accessory will turn even an ordinary
trip into an exciting experience for all car occupants, as it gives the car
an impressive and unique character. The decorative KAROQ sign on the
cover proudly refers to the product´s exclusive allegiance to this model.
Besides its elegant look that no doubt enhances the overall interior
experience, you are guaranteed to appreciate its practical benefits. The
door sill covers protect the paint on the front and rear door sills against
impurities and mechanical damage from the shoes of persons getting
in and out of the car. Stringent material-strain (lab) tests and long-term
road tests have proven the door sill covers´ high resistance to mechanical strain in all kinds of weather. The high resistance of the door sill
covers is the result of using ABS plastics whose primarily role is protective and a high-quality ALU insert that enhances the product´s aesthetic
value. The unique shape of the covers perfectly copies that of the door
sills. If necessary, the door sills can be easily cleaned using ordinary detergents. These protective covers will help you prevent scratches on the
door sills and underscore the attractive look of your car.

Instalation time: 50 TUs
Set contents:
Front door sill covers (2),
rear door sill covers (2), installation manual.
Installation position:
Glued on the front and rear door sills.
Maintenance:
Ordinary detergents. Do not use abrasive
cleaning agents, solvents or steel wool.
Guarantee: 24 months.
Considering the demands placed on the
installation, we recommend having the door
sill covers installed exclusively by ŠKODA
AUTO-authorised service partners.
Weight: 0.25 kg

To install this product, the following items need to be ordered from the
ŠKODA Genuine Accessories portfolio:
Door sill cover fitting templates / 57A 071 718
Related products:
Sport stainless steel foot pedal covers / 5E1 064 200 / 5E1 064 205
STANDARD textile foot mats / 57B 061 404 / 57C 061 404

Sport & Design

